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Water use down
Council increases allotment base
The council voted 4-1 to approve the
ordinance, with Councilmember Allen K.
Settle the only dissenter. He opposed the
ordinance on the basis of the raise in the
lifeline.
Many citizens who spoke at the
meeting expressed their dismay with
their present water allocation. The main
complaint was that water use at same
time last year was used to establish
present allocation levels.
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The City Council Tuesday night ap
proved an ordinance setting a ceiling of
40 units of water per billing and raising
the minimum allocation, or lifeline, from
IS to 21 units.
Mayor Ron Dunin said the raise of the
Ufdine is a reward for the success of the
program.
“Our message is that you have saved
the water,'* Dunin said. “ Now you can
Using 1987 as a base year, they said,
have a little of it for your use to prevent penalized those who cut back in that
losing your quality of life."
voluntary conservation year and
“ But this is only temporary if we don’t rewarded those who did not cut back.
get more water (rain this winter),“ he
“ The 1987 allocation seems to be of
added.
Coundlmember Peg Pinard said San some concern that perhaps there were
Luis Obispo only has 14,000 acre-feet of users during that year that used more
than their fair share,” San Luis Obispo
water available to it.
A water Isvd of below 13,000 acre-feet resident Jim Dummit said to the council.
Utilities Director Bill Hetland said the
is considered critical, Pinard said.
If levels fall much lower, she added conservation program has exceeded the
that a mandatory SO-percent reduction city’s goal. The original goal of the pro
gram was a 20 percent reduction in use.
may be required of residenu.
A unit is equal to 748 gallons of water, Since mandatory conservation began in
or 60 five-minute showers with a low-flow April 1987, there has been a 33 percent
shower head.
reduction.

Pinard wants student limit

Earn by doing

Executive Dean blasts councilwoman’s proposed lawsuit
By Steve Jones
Staff Writer

Tuesday night’s City Council
meeting opened with a spirited
attack on Councilmember Peg
P in a rd ’s recently proposed
lawsuit to limit Cal Poly enroll
ment to its current level.
San Luis Obispo resident Gary
Fowler criticized Pinard's com
ments to the media.
“ 1 feel her comments reflect a
great deal of animosity (toward
students) by a small segment of
obviously her supporters at a
time when we should be working
together to solve some of these
problems (i.e. water and housing)
instead of pointing fingers,’’
Fowler said.
Pinard said Tuesday the city
has done its part through build
ing moratoriums and water con
servation, and now it’s Cal Poly’s
turn.
“ They’ve got to face their own
problems,” she said. “ They’re br
inging in additional numlms (of
students) and they’ll have to ac
commodate them.”
But Doug Gerard, executive
dean of facilities administration,
said this is not the case.
He said that though Pinard
has the perception that the
enrollment is growing, it actually
isn’t.

“ 1 don’t have any problem
with her or any other politician
espousing a particular point of
view,” Gerard said. “ That’s why
we elected them. Our concern is
she’s not dealing with the facts.
Repeatedly, she has said, ’We’ve'
got to stop Cal Poly’s growth.’
Cal Poly hasn’t grown since
1981.”
He said it has stayed fairly
constant, though it may have
varied between SO and 100 stu
dents each year.
He pointed out that about 100

fewer students were admitted in
1988 than in 1981.
“ We have purposely controlled
our enrollment because we didn’t
have the facilities to accommo
date them,” he said.
Yet Pinard cited the fact that
of the nearly 38,(XX) residents in
the city, about 2S,(X)0 are Cal Po
ly and Cuesta College students.
"I
don’t understand the
backlash to the city saying the
city should provide (services),’’
Pinard said. “ You go into any
See PINARD, page 8

A S I CEO disputes council
Students may face obstada
next month when the City Coun
cil vota on a proposed rental or
dinance that would limit the
numba of students living at one
residence to the numba of avail
able parking spaca.
“We're on record as being op
posed to it,” said ASl Chief Ex
ecutive Offlca Ricardo Echever
ría.
“The problem is now we’re at
the point whae 1 think the ordi
nance is going to paa,” he said.

Solar
Rollers...
Poly's Solar-Powered
Vehicle Race Team
gets chosen to
participate in a
solar car race
across 8 states.

“ Now we’re in a poeition where
we have to minimize our loases.”
Echeverría is also chair of the
Student/Community
Liaison
Committee, which will meet to
day with representatives from
the community to discuu the
ordinance.
Coundlmember Peg Pinard has
argued that the ratio of students
to dty residents is not a normal
distribution and that the dty has
a problem with students over
taking the town, Echeverría said.
San Luis Obispo has a total
population o f about 38,000,
See RIGULATIONS,
4
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Polatoaa and T<aMrta. Cheek out theee Cal Poly students who put
their phNoeophy to woik mekino e few bucks. See page 3.

This is the
house that
Baker bought.
But sorry students,
contrary to rumors
you ivou 7 be
living there.

Oh,
Branford!
An exclusive
interview with jazz
m usician Branford
Marsalis. Oh, by
the way, he's
playing here, too.
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[Letters to the Editor
Bike policy not effective solution
Editor — As a means of enforc
ing the bike ban, many bike
racks have been removed and the
university has now begun im
pounding “ illegally” parked
bicycles. These policies are an af
front to cyclists and are indis
tinguishable from harassment.
I am aware the new policies
were initiated as a means of
achieving greater safety for
pedestrians on campus. It is un
fortunate that safety is to be
achieved at the expense of
cyclists. It is doubly sad that
these policies have been im
plemented in spite of a resolution
passed by ASl urging they not
be implemented.
A more appropriate solution
would have been to designate
and mark bike paths along cam
pus routes such as the inner
perimeter. Signs could have been
posted requiring cyclists to dis
mount at busy intersections.

Adequate bicycle parking facili
ties should certainly have been
maintained at all buildings on
campus.
Cycling should be encouraged
at Cal Poly. Increased cycling
has been named an important
strategy in reducing air pollution
on the Central Coast by both San
Luis Obispo city and county offlcials. Of course, cycling also has
beneflts to both physical and
mental health.
Any new policy should only
have been implemented after
(H-oper study to find an effective
solution and in a spirit of
cooperation and consensus. It is
sad that a well-intentioned con
cern for safety should result in a
heavy-handed, ill-planned policy
that works counter to the general
good of the university.
Mark J. Clayton
Architecture instructor

Students should wear bike helmets

Pesticides have positive effects
Having spent my summer ad
dressing the issues that con
stantly face the produce in
dustry, my view about the use of
pesticides has grown and
strengthened. Just mention the
subject of pesticides to people
and you'll receive different
responses. Some people hold a
strong conviction that pesticide
use should be completely halted
and all produce should be grown
organically, while others feel that
pesticide use on vegetable crops
is beneficial and should continue.
I belont to the latter of the
two groups.
If people are truly informed about the issue and
the implications of restricting pesticide use, I
understand and respect their views. However,- so
often I've encountered people who are strongly
opinionated about a topic, but completely ignorant
of the actual issue involved.
They seem to think it's modern and hip to be
down on California farmers and pesticide use while
being pro-regulation and pro-organic on fruits and
vegetables, without any real facts to back them up.
People need to realize that without the use of
pesticides on large-scale farms, fungus, bugs,
slime, molds, mildew and blights would flourish. 1
don't think people are prepared to bite into an ap
ple and find half a worm. If pesticide use is halted,
this will become a common occurrence.
Don't get me wrong. I don't believe that farmers
(or anyone) should be given free rein to make deci
sions about chcmkal use that could affect our lives
and our wdl-bcing. But as far as pesticide use goes,
this is not the case.
California farmers currently work under the
toughest regulations in the world. Not only are the
fields checked frequently for chemical residues, the
farmers arc also under constant scrutiny by
organizations such as the Environmental Protec
tion Agency, the Food and Drug Administration,
the United States Department of Agriculture, and
the California Department of Food and
Agriculture.
The media constantly paints a horrible picture of
pesticide use. They are quick to mention the nega
tive, yet somehow manage to forget about the pos
itive. However, the positive effects of pesticide use
are too significant to be ignored. Without
pesticides, America would not have the abundant

supply of fresh produce that it
has. Consumers are able to pur
chase large quantities of
delicious, fresh produce at
reasonable prices.
Of course the moment pesticide
use is mentioned, someone is
bound to bring up the topic of
organic produce. Organic pro
duce is terrific! But it isn't
within everyone's reach. It is
much more costly and much less
efficient to produce vegetables
organically than it is to use
pesticides on crops.
To suggest that all farmers
grow organically would be to deprive the poorer
classes of the fiber that is so important to
everyone's health. You see, the poorer classes can
not afford to spend $2 for a head of lettuce, as op
posed to 69 cents. If some people want to buy
organic, then fine. But it is completely impractical
to expect all produce to be grown that way.
Spokespeople against pesticide use. like Meryl
Streep, would like consumers to think that farmers
use as many pesticides on the fresh fruits and
vegetables as possible. This is completely untrue.
I like to see people involved in addressing the
iuues that affect our world. 1 also understand the
concerns people have about the lasting effects of
pesticide use on our environment. And farmers do
too.
More and more non-chemical methods of pest
control are being researdied and implemented.
But, contrary to popular belief, farmers cannot
simply jump from using pesticides to using other
forms of bug management.
Next time someone mentions pesticide use. or
you h ev about it on the news, remember there are
two sides to every story. Lowering the occurrence
o i pesticide use is something we all need to work
on.
The farmers are doing their part by looking
toward alternative methods of bug management,
but as the public, you need to do your part, too.
Don't gang up on the produce growers of the world
and demand pesticide use end immediately. To be
effldent, the change needs to be slow, taking the
farmers' concerns into consideration as well as the
general public.
Remember, farmers want to supply America
with the best possible produce and ensure the
public's health.

Pennies collect dust, no longer useful part of currency
Our smallest monetary unit, the one-cent coin,
can no longer function as a useful part of our cur
rency and has, in fact, become nothing more than a
decorative jar niler. Consider there are over 100
billion pennies in circulation. More than six billion
disappear every year, $60 million worth into shoe
boxes, empty bottles, porcelain pigs and even the
trash, yet the mint continues to pump out billions
of them — 12 million last year.
Beyond the financial need to eliminate this
burden, there is also the issue of convenience. We
propose to round the cost of all cash retail pur

chases up or down to the nearest nickel after sales
tax, if applicable, has been imposed. Government
and consumers will come out even in sharing the
cost/wealth of the one or two cents in question, and
both will be spared the nuisance of processing this
ineffectual pocket weight.
Only trsudition explains our stubborn attachment
to the penny. But sometimes, traditions extend
beyond rationality. It's high time America became
pennileu.
— Excerpted from a guest column in USA Today by
Ray Oeiger, editor o f the Farmers' Almanac.

Editor — Since school has
started, not a day has gone by
without hearing a complaint
about the school's bike ban. This
policy has made the interior of
the campus safer for everyone.
So many bicyciists do not obey
traffic laws, which are virtually
the same as for motorists and in
clude stopping at stop signs and
using signals to turn, and this
has made the roads unsafe.
But the biggest problem I have
as 1 see so many people break
traffic laws on their way to
school is that nobody bothers to
wear a helmet. As college stu
dents, our minds are our most
valuable assets, yet so many
people do not care to protect it.

In fact, just last Sunday my
father was hit head-on by a car
while on a training ride. If it
weren't for his helmet, he would
be dead. I know you hear horror
stories like this all the time, and
it won't matter until someone
close to you is seriously hurt or
kiUed.
Helmets are for both serious
and recreational cyclists and are
an investment in iife. It would be
siily to give away your future so
easily.
So while on the road, please be
careful, be aware and use your
head by protecting it.
Steve BmtcU
Social Science
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Sun-powered
car built by
Poly students
picked to race

Entrepreneurs
Shirt project turns profit
“ We’re getting a lot more
than just a grade,” Sawyer said.
“ In one day we are learning
more than we might in a whole
quarter in class.”
There is also a business side to
the project.
“ We will have a whole spring
line by the end of the year,”
Oress said. “ The line will include
shirts, shorts, fanny packs and
visors.”
The two do not, however, see a
large profit for the company in
the near future. Oress said their
profit will go to research and
develop future products.
For now, however, they see a
different picture.
“ We want to create a product
awareness of our company on
the Central Coast,” Cress said.
“ Once we’re established here, we
will move into the inland valley,
and to both Northern and
Southern California.”
Oress said New Position
Sportswear is sold at the Sea
Barn in Avila Beach as well as
other local retailers.
The two are also negotiating

By Robert Grove
Staff Writer

A senior project is viewed by
many students to be a necessary
headache.
For one Cal Poly student,
however, it was seen as an op
portunity to expand a summer
project with a fraternity brother
into a profitable business.
Jason Oress, an agricultural
marketing senior, and David
S a w y e r,
a
c o n s tr u c tio n
management junior, are the co
owners of a new sportswear
company.
New Position
Sportswear
began one year ago as a summer
project when both Oress and
Sawyer decided to try to make
some money.
The two formed a partnership
in July, and with the help of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity
brother Kent Mixon, an ar
chitecture senior, they designed
two T-Shirt logos.
The project, now a senior pro
ject for Oress, has become a true
learn-by-doing experience.

By Ken A. Forkus
Staff Writar
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Cal Poly Btudanta Jaaon Qroas and David Sawyar display thoir T-shirts.

with stores outside of the area,
he said.
Oress projected a gross in
come of $73,000 by the end of
the 1990 fiscal year.
But for now, the two are hap
py with to simply learn.

“ We’re simulating manage
ment, finance and sales in a real
life experience,” Cress said.
Sawyer added that “ starting a
company takes guts.
“ We want it, and we are will
ing to try.”

Poly students sell stuffed spuds for fun and money
By Ken A. Forkus
Staff Writer

Two Cal Poly students are
taking the hands-on attitude
beyond what university officials
expect.
Scott Riehl, a business senior,
and Mike Blomquist, a civil
engineering senior, own Spuds, a
fast food restaurant specializing

in potatoes with an assortment
of toppings.
Both attend Cal Poly full-time
and say owning a resturant is a
challenge.
The two will celebrate Spuds’
two-year anniversary in Oc
tober. Spuds, however, closed
briefly last spring when Riehl
studied in London. Blomquist
found he couldn’t run it alone.

LANZ

CAMBRIDGE
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The whole idea behind Spuds,
Riehl said, belongs to David
Williams and Kurt Winter.
Williams and Winter both at
tended Cal Poly and were
fraternity brothers of Riehl and
Blomquist. Williams and Winter
opened Spuds and ran it for over
a year. As graduation neared for
the two, they sold it to Riehl and
Blomquist in April 1988. Both

GARRON

financed the business on their
own and said they prided
themselves on keeping it that
way.
Its entire work force and most
of its clientele are students,
Riehl said.
“ About 50 percent of our
business comes from the dorms,
and about 93 to 98 percent from
students in general,” he said.

LORD & TAYLOR

With gas prices on the rise
again. Cal Poly’s Solar-Powered
Vehicle Race Team might be on
to a solution.
The group consists mainly of
engineering majors and has qual
ified for a spot in a solar vehicle
race scheduled for July.
Contestants in the race, spon
sored by General Motors, will
rep resen t
th eir
respective
universities.
One-hundred universities from
across the nation responded to
the race application. Of those
100, 32 — including Cal Poly —
were chosen to compete in the
race.
California will be the most rep
resented state in the nation with
five universities, including Cal
Poly. Other California univer
sities include Cal Poly Pomona,
Stanford, Cal Tech and CSU
Northridge.
The race will begin in Orlando,
Fla., and end 10 days later in
Detroit, Mich. The race is sched
uled to run on secondary streets
through eight states.
Each day will begin at 9 a.m.
and will run until 6:30 p.m., when
the racers are expected to be at
designated check points.
The winner will be the team
that takes the least amount of
time to complete the race at the
end of 10 days.
First, second and third place
winners will get a free all-expenses-paid trip to Australia for
a worldwide race open to all
qualifiers.
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REGULATIONS
1
of which about 24,000 are studenu.
People should realize this is a
coliege town, Echeverría said.
Twenty-four thousand students
is normal for a college town, and
people must begin to accept the
demographics, he added.
Echeverría also said Pinard be
lieves Cal Poly should assume all
responsibility for housing its
studenu and that the city owes
nothing to the university.
“ I disagree with that strongly
because the thing is that you
have students who are supplying
a very substantial amount of the
economics," Echeverria said.
"Students pump money into the
economy of San Luis Obispo. The
business sector knows it, and
because of that, the city does

owe the students the opportunity
for housing."
Cameo Wallace, a liberal
studies junior, and her five
roommates may be hit hard if the
ordinance is passed.
“We’re a big economic pro for
the dty," Wallace said. “We’re
more than half the population."
Echeverria said Cai Poiy’s
enrollment has grown little in the
iast few years while Cuesta Col
lege’s enrollment has doubled.
This is in contradiction to
Pinard’s comments that Cuesta
College’s growth is due to Cal
Poly’s
enrollment
situation
because most of the people at
tending Cuesta College plan to
transfer to Cal Poly, he said.
The City Council stated the
purpose of the regulations is “to
ensure quality housing."

“ I don’t undermine some of the
complaints," Echeverria said. “ I
can understand if you have one
or more students living in a
house, their lifestyle is obviously
different from the long-time res
idents."
But by regulating the number
of people, councilmembers may
leave the city open to such pro
blems as the availability of hous
ing or cost of portable housing
for studenu.
“ I don’t think that is the pro
per way to address the problem
of imcompatibility," he said.
Echevenia also pointed out
that student’s behavior may not
change. Behavior with four stu
dents living in one house may be
no different than when eight
studenu are living together.
“No one’s really going to be

hiqjpy, but the purpose of your
regulations has been met,"
Echeverra said. ‘ ‘ Setting
behavior standards are the most
appropriate means of meeting
the problems."
A good start can be made with
stronger enforcement of the noise
ordinance, Echeverria said.
The S t u d e n t /C o m m u n it y
Liaison Committee recently put
out a brochure to teach students
how to be better neighbors.
The committee is expected to
question the constitutionality of
the ordinance as well as ask the
City Council to explain what en
forcement on “ a complaint
basis’’
means.
There is a grandfather clause
that must also be considered,
Echeverria said. Students have

generally signed leases from
September to June. If the ordi
nance passes in October, will
studenu in violation have to
move?
“ It should not be retroactive,"
Echeverria said. “ You can’t tell
someone they can’t live there
when they already have a con
tract."
M ichelle
Bookstin,
an
economics senior, lives with eight
other girls.
“ There’s not enough housing in
this city," Bookstin said. “They
want no growth, but they don’t
want more than four to a
household."
The next hearing of the City
Council is Oct. 3. Echeverria said
he hopes ‘ students will arrive by
6 p.m. and voice their concerns.
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selected listings
BAY AREA:
□ Butihole Surfers, Sept. 28, I-Beam (San
Francisco)
□ Stray Cats, Oct. 5, the Fillmore (San
Francisco)
□ Andreas Vollenweider, Oct. 6, Greek
Theatre (Berkeley)
□ Doobie Brothers, Oct. 7, Shoreline Am
phitheatre
□ Simply Red, Oct. 8 & 9, the Warfield (San
Francisco)
□ Fine Youn}( Cannibals, Oct. 13, Shoreline
Amphitheatre
□ David Byrne, Oct. 19 & 20, the Warfield
□ R.E.M., Oct. 20, Concord Pavilion; Oct. 21,
Shoreline Amphitheate
□ Oingo Boingo, Oct. 21, Concord Pavilion;
Oct. 22, Santa Cruz Civic
□ The Pixies, Oct. 28, the Warfield
□ Grateful Dead, Oct. 29, 30, Nov. 1,
Shoreline Amphitheatre
□ Jerry Garcia Band, Oct. 31, Concord
Pavilion
□ The Cramps, Oct. 31, the Fillmore
□ Public Image Ltd., Nov. 2, the Warfield
□ The Waterboys, Nov. 3, the Warfield
□ The The, Nov. 13, the Fillmore
□ Jay Leno, Nov. 26, Circle Star Center
SANTA BARBARA/L.A. AREA
U Don Henley with Edie Brickell A The New
Bohemians, Sept. 29, Universal Am
phitheatre
□ Chick Corea Akoustic Band, Sept. 29,
South Bay Center for the Arts (Torrance)
□ Doobie Brothers, Sept. 29, Pacific Am
phitheatre; Sept. 30, Hollywood Bowl; Oct. 3,
Santa Barbara County Bowl
□ Devo, Sept. 30, Ventura Theatre; Oct. 3,
Bogart’s (Long Beach); Oct. 4, The Strand
(Redondo Beach)
□ Don Henley with Edie Brickell A The New
Bohemians, Sept. 30, Santa Barbara County
Bowl; Oct. I , Pacific Amphitheatre
□ Grace Jones, Sept. 30, Hollywood
Paladium
□ k.d. lang A The Reclines, Oct. 3, Ventura
Theatre; Oct. 4, Celebrity Theatre
□ Andreas Vollenweider, Oct. 3 & 4, Univer
sal Amphitheatre
□ Simply Red, Oct. 6, Hollywood Palladium
□ Fine Young Cannibals, Oct. 6, Irvine
Meadows Amphitheatre; Oct. 7, 8, Universal
Amphitheatre; Oct. 10, Santa Barbara Coun
ty Bowl
□ David Byrne, Oct. 11, 12, 13, Pantages
(Hollywood)
□ Christopher Parkening, Oct. 24, Lobero
Theater (Santa Barbara) .
See CALENDAR. A*E page 7

JUST BE YOURSELF
The product o f a famous jazz family, Sting*s
sideman breaks out on his own

By Marni Katz
■

ranford Marsalis is a man with a
message. Whether it be through the
agile, intrepid and insightful music he
H
plays on the tenor saxophone, or his
unaffected, frank and often profound
opinions on life and the human charac
ter, Marsalis carries a message he likes the public to
hear.
The most important part of the message, he will say, is
to be yourself.
And being himself is something Marsalis has little
problem doing. Whether the Grammy award nominee is
performing jazz, classical or rock-and-roll music, or
testing his skills as an actor (he carried significant roles
in Danny DeVito’s Throw Momma from the Train,
Sting’s concert movie. Bring on the Night, and Spike
Lee’s School Daze), Marsalis carries a knack for impar
ting his own style.
“ 1 have a very strong sense of self — sense of identi
ty,” Marsalis said Monday during a phone interview

from his hotel room in South Carolina. ” I have never
been influenced by peer pressure or what other people
have thought about me.”
Most recently, the oldest brother of the musical Mar
salis clan, which has often been referred to as the "First
Family of Jazz,” has been displaying his unique talents
as the leader of a new band of several musicians that
have stood well on their own in the jazz world for many
years. His long-time drummer Jeff "Tain” Watts,
bassist Robert Hirst and fellow Sting sideman and
keyboardist Kenny Kirkland are backing Marsalis on his
first national solo tour that will stop in San Luis Obispo
for two performances at the Cal Poly Theater this Sun
day.
The band has been on the road since June, performing
jazz standards and original pieces by Marsalis and other
band members, while selling out major venues and pro
mpting sparkling reviews from around the country.
Marsalis playfully boasted the group he’s traveling with
Sec BRANFORD. AAE page 6

FRANKIE LEFF
lntcr\'io\v
with Brvan I Lirvov.
Lar Lubovltch Dance Company com es Oct. 4.

HOUSE OF FREAKS

A concert in her
brother's behnlt.
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House of Freaks
plans on freakin’ out
By Lee Jakobs
wo guys with a
stage full of
backyard coun
try
appliances
will be back in
San Luis bang
in g ,
r o c k in ,
stompin at D.K.’s West Indies
Bar Oct. 4,
Bryan Harvey and Johnny
Hott are House of Freaks. A
rootsy, pop-rock style meets
country blues duo. No! Definitely
not a duo, they are two in
dividualistic styles that compli
ment each other.
House of Freaks sends fire
down your spine and keeps your
feet on fire like no band could do.
The root to this music is
Harvey and H ott’s Southern
oats. Both come from Richmond,
Va., and headed west to Los
Angeles in early January, 1987.
After arriving, the two sup
ported themselves with house
painting jobs while playing every
gig they could. After making a
quick mark on LA’s club scene,
they made a record deal and a
debut album. Monkey On a Chain
Gang.
This album rips with
an
opener, “ Crack in the Sidewalk,”
a song that lets you know
whether you’re rich or poor,
young or old, have good inten
tions or otherwise, everyone
steps on the crack and eventually
everyone falls in.
From the Hrst song to the last,
it’s a definite dose of music tal
ent — raw talent. Though there’s
only one guitarist and one
drummer, the timbre implies
more musicians. From “ 40
Years,” a song about the 40th
anniversary of the dropping of
the first atomic bomb, to “ My
Backyard,” which describes the
tree of life that grows in
everyone’s backyard, the House

t

of Freaks take you on a ride of
pounding drums and ripping
chords.
House of Freaks realize “ a
four-piece band is gonna sound
like a four-piece band — they just
can’t help it,” Harvey said in the
group’s press release. “ But we’re
always experimenting with get
ting new sounds out of two peo
ple — kneeslapping, footstomping, clapping, howling — and our
instruments.”
House of Freaks use not just a
guitar and drums, but anything
that makes sounds — from
washboards to bottles, from oil
drums to spoons. They always
surprise even their greatest fans.
The heavily anticipated follow
up to Monkey On A Chain Gang
was released at the end of March
1989. The album’s title, Tantilla
is derived from the name of a
popular 1940s dance hall that
was the center of social life in
Richmond. The dance hall also
included a bowling alley and an
indoor driving range. It was tom
down in the 1970s to make way
for a parking lot.
Tantilla offers a fuller and
richer sound than their debut
release. The producer, John
Leckie, who has also produced
for bands such as XTC, Simple
Minds and Let’s Active demon
strates the depth and emotion
that is seemingly impossible
from a two-man band.
The difference in sound is the
touch of a keyboard. Both
H arvey
and
H ott
played
keyboards and always thought
they would sound good here and
there.
Many of the songs on Tantilla
look for meaning in the modern
South and bring up racism as
well as biblical questions, but
with the House of Freaks’ sound,
Sm FREAKS, AAE ps«c 4
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Intemew: Brian Harvey
Guitarist,
vocalist
for
Freaks
yucks
it up
ryan
H arvey, Carole King though, not the
This is rock and roll, this is not

b

g u ita r is t a n d
vocaiist fo r the
House o f Freaks,
took time to talk
to A&E beat
--------------- r e p o r te r
Lee
Jakobs and survived Jakobs' liv
ing-room-size answering machine
used to record the interview.
Lee: Why the name House o f
Freaks!
Brian: Because Johnny and I.
well we haven’t told anyone, ac
tually you’re the first person I’ve
told. We were actually born •
related as Siamese twins con
nected at the head, so they sepa
rated us. but it was not a com
pletely
successful
operation
because I got all the brains.
That’s why Johnny is playing
the drums.
Lee: ¡ f you were both on a des
ert island, who would be Gilligan
and who would be the Professor!
Brian: Well, like I said, I have
the brains so I would probably be
the Professor, but because I
would have been more attracted
to Mary Anne and as Gilligan
would be Johnny being more at
tracted to the Skipper.
Lee: When did you first pick up
a guitar, and when did Johnny
first hit a drum!
Brian: I think Johnny first
banged a drum on like our eighth
show, or something like that. He
was just walking around posing,
making rock poses without an
instrument (laughs). And me. I
kind of hate to admit it but ah.
about 13 years ago. It doesn’t
show in my playing though,
maybe even longer. WOW! 20
years, that’s scary. After 20
years of playing I should be as
good as Segovia (the worldrenowned
Spanish
classical
guitarist who recently died) but
I’m not.
Lee: Who are your influences!
Brian: Johnny, my dad, my
brother, Jimmy Stewart I think,
let’s see — maybe dead black
bluesmen from Mississippi. And
of course Carole King. The new

CLOTHING OUTLET

older stuff, just new. After
Carole King there’s ... the girl
who cuts my hair, she’s the one.
Lee: Where do you guys hope to
be in five or 10 years!
Brian: ALIVE still!
Lee: You guys have been a two
man band, added a guy here and
there. How do you feel about ad
ding more musicians to the band!
Brian: We just, uh, ... are easily
bored and, uh, were not adding
people to the band, were just br
inging in some people. On Tantilla we had someone playing
keyboards, but I also played
piano and organ, although I
didn’t credit myself for it. And
on this new EP we have a friend
playing baritone sax. It’s really
stupid sounding.
Lee: Really!
Brian: Oh yeah, that’s one
thing we want is to have every
one of our songs to have that
element of stupidity. It’s always
been in our live shows. But it
hasn’t been on our albums and
we just felt like there’s just got
to be something stupid in this
song so we brought our friends
along. And Johnny played trom
bone, I played clarinet and I
played arm farts.
Lee: You guys have a lot o f fun.
Brian: Yeah, it’s fun on stage
unless we’re in the middle of a
tour for two months, which can
be a drag. The recording process
hasn’t been really fun. Some
times it’s been a lot of work and
it kind of shows in our albums,
but the albums, as far as the
songs are concerned, they just
didn’t catch the spirit of the
band, which a lot of it is ...
Johimy and I just sort of had
just a fuck-it attitude. You know,
who cares, this is not serious and
high-minded horse shit. We don’t
take ourselves that serious. We
take it serious enough to show up
on time and do a good show.
We’re not a party band per say. I
feel like our lyrics are serious
enough that our attitudes are
about rock and roll, you know.

Bach or Dvorak. We’re not doing
a high art here, we’re doing a low
art here. Even if you can call it
art. So I think a lot of times the
best way to do it is just enjoy it.
And we won’t capture more of
that on our records. And so that
meant just bringing in friends,
just re^ fun. Hey, let’s try a
baritone sax here, yeah! The
guy’s name was Zip. We said,
“ Make it stupid. Zip.’’ He’s pret
ty stupid, you know. So, it was
really important, though.
Lee: Tell me about your newest
EP.
Brian: I think it came out real
ly great. I’m really happy with
this EP, it’s really funny to me.
Lee: Why an EP and not an LPJ
Brian: Well, it started out as
us just recording B sides to
singles that would be released on
Tantilla last January. And it
was, uh, ... we enjoyed it so much
we didn’t want this stuff conrined to oblivion. We called up
Rhino and they said okay, just
record three more songs and we’ll
put out an EP as soon as we can.
We finished it about a month
ago. Meanwhile, we have another
30 songs we’re working on for
the next album. This was some
thing done with total artistic
control. It was pretty much our
thing — Rhino didn’t tamper
with it too much. They’re pretty
excited about it. So it was one of
those things we knew we
couldn’t get an album out by
April. On the legal end, of course,
the big managers and attorneys
say, “ That’s not a good idea to
do something like that. It doesn’t
help your career.’’ We’re saying
“ Fuck helping our career.’’ You
know the point is to get the
music out there. We want them
to see the light of day and if we
don’t put them out in the form of
this EP, they’ll never get out
there. So, screw a good career
move. We’ve made intelligent
career moves but ultimately it
comes down to just putting out
the music, I should think. They
Sec HAR VEY, AAE page 4
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HARVEY
FroB AAE page 3
don’t think in terms of that, they
think in terms of only legal im
plications or how it’s going to ef
fect your career. 1 mean, they’re
paid to do that, but basically a
lot of times you just have to say
shuuut upt You know the papers
and the contracts, but shuuut
up!
Lee: Tell me about Tantilla.
Brian: When 1 was writing the
album I did have a few things in
mind about remembering your

past and your future — sort of
your destiny, our link with the
future and the past. Basically,
it’s a link in a chain of continuing
human existence and we are in
debted to our ancestors and
responsible for our descendants.
Lee: How did you meet Johnny!
Brian: We were born together.
But we didn’t see each other un
til our separation operation
because we were connected by
the head and I knew there was
something up there.

FREAKS

them “ inspired” and the list goes
on to even include "a work of
considerable imagination and
heart” by the Los Angeles Times.
Harvey and Hott have played
over 118 dates coast-to-coast,
appearing with Midnight Oil,
The Smithereens and The Alarm.
At the end of 1988, Harvey
and Hott returned to Virginia.
T hey had c o n q u e re d th e
monolithic music scene in Los
Angeles and now could go home
to continue the real work of mak
ing music.
Since the release of Tantilla
and living back in Virginia the
House of Freaks will again ap
pear in San Luis to perform
another magic act. And with the
upcoming release. All My Friends
which will be an EP due out at
the end of October, the show will
offer all its guests a Freaky, un
predictable evening.
□ House o f Freaks is playing at
D.K. ’s West Indies Bar on Oct. 4.
For more irtformation, call 5430223.

From AAE page 2
no single category can be con
structed that adequately houses
Harvey’s and Hott’s ideas. Hott
explains this band is, in most
everything it does, unique. But
this does not mean they feel
unique themselves, Hott added.
Harvey explained the bands
lyrical direction: ‘T ve always
been in pursuit of the great
A m e ric a n
e p ic .
I t ’s
a
preposterous goal, but I wanted
to create something that tries to
sum up certain feelings — of
home and family and American
history: the past and folk heroes
— all that kind of stuff. You may
only end up catching a slice of it,
but you have to have that sort of
grand purpose. 1 think, to do
things that are half-way decent.”
House of Freaks have been
named
“ extraordinary”
by
Musician', Rolling Stone named
their debut record one of 1988’s
top albums: Billboard called
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Wind section to perform at Poly
By Camela Martin
n uncustomary
sound will open
the Cal Poly
1989-1990
Q u in te s s e n c e
Series this Fri
day at 8 p.m. in
the Cal Poiy Theatre.
The Los Angeles Chamber Or
chestra’s wind section, described
as “ immaculate” by the Hew
York Times, will present the first
performance in a series of five
concerts sponsored by Cal Poly
Arts.
While the original ensemble
began in 1980 playing aside from
the orchestra, today’s group vir
tually rem ains the sam e.
Members of the Los Angeles
Chamber Winds include David
Shostac, flute: Allan Vogal, oboe:

Kimaree Gilad, oboe: Gary Gray,
clarinet: Scott Anderson, clarinet
and bass clarinet: Kenneth
M unday,
b asso o n :
John
Steinmetz,
bassoon:
Steven
Becknell, horn: and Brad Warnaar, horn.
Since the group was founded, it
has performed at festivals and
cham ber
m u sic
s o c ie tie s
throughout the country, and has
recently been highlighted in four
recordings on the Nonesuch label
out of New York. In addition, the
wind section is featured in a
recording for the Los Angeles
based label, Delos.
For its Cal Poly debut, the
group has chosen works seldomly
performed by one section of an
orchestra. Some of the pieces in
clude Petite Symphonie by
Charles Gounod, a mid-19th cen

tury work of lightness and grace:
Syrinx by Claude Debussy, a
piece for unaccompanied flute:
and Serenade in E flat major by
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart.
□ Tickets fo r the Sept. 29
Quintessence concert are $12 for
adults and $10 fo r students and
seniors fo r premium seating.
Preferred seats are $10 fo r adults
and $8fo r students and seniors.
Reservations and charge orders
can be placed by calling the Cal
Poly Theatre Ticket Office, 7561421, between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.
on weekdays.
The appearance o f the Los
Angeles Chamber Orchestra
Winds at Cal Poly is sponsored, in
part, by the California Arts
Council, a state agency, and the
National Endowment fo r the
Arts, a federal agency.

On-campus inteviews win be October 11,1969. See your
p tacem ^ office for details and a copy of our brochure.

J U S T DO IT ...
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Men's & Women’s Crew Meeting!
Thurs. Sept 28 11 am
In Fisher Sci Rm 286

Mon. Oct 2 6 am
At Main Gym

Mlehaal Douglas start as a Now York cop facing big problams In Japan In the now movía ’Black Rain.’

^ V I E REVIEW

Douglas flick rates 8
By Camela Martin
nother Academy
Award in store
for
Douglas?
Perhaps not ...
ho w ever,
as
Michael Douglas
plays Nick C onlin in the thriller. Black Rain, he
portrays yet another convincing
screen personality to theater au
diences everywhere. While this
Ridley Scott film may not gross
that of Fatal Attraction, it is

SLO TRANSIT

N E W !!
EXPANDED SERVICE
FOR CAL POLY STUDENTS
STAFF AND FACULTY
6 :2 5 AM - 10:40 PM
S t a r t s S e p t. 1 1 , 1 9 8 9

F o r In to

C a ll 5 4 1 -B U S S

□ Blacfc Rain. A Jttffe/Lansing
Production in association with
Michael Douglas. Directed by
Ridley Scott. Written by Craig
Bolotin and Warren Lewis. Music
by Hans Zimmer. Stars Michael
Douglas, A ndy Garica, Ken
Takakura and Kate Capshaw.
Released and distributed by
Paramount Pictures.

worth a trip to the movies.
Douglas, first introduced to us
in black leather on a Harley
Davidson motorcycle, plays a
New York City detective who is
assigned to deliver Sato, a brutal
killer, to the Japanese police in
Osaka, Japan.
Nick’s assignment, clearly an
undesirable one, is given to him
by his superiors after he is
suspected of tampering with a
previous case.
This is only the beginning of
Nick’s troubles as the prisoner
escapes and his determination
buil^ to correct his errors.
Douglas is beaten, let-down,
scoffed, ethically tested and
allowed for perhaps the first time
in his career, to physically appear
his true age. His hair is lengthy,
his facial lines are apparent and
his wardrobe is far from that in
“ Wall Street.’’ Nonetheless,
Douglas makes the character
believable.

Nick’s partner in the recapture
of Sato is the young, well-dressed
detective Charlie Vincent (Andy
Garcia). The partner relationship
is strong and trusting, but Nick’s
true friendship is founded with
Masahiro Matsumoto, the Osaka
detective who is asked to work
with the Americans.
The display of character
development is thorough, allow
ing each screen personality to
experience a dilemma, thus
determining their willingness to
cooperate with Nick’s purpose.
Those who decide to comply are
accepted by the given audience,
and those who decide to rebel are
not.
Perhaps the most intriguing
aspect of this R-rated film, aside
from Michael Douglas himself, is
the extensive display of Japanese
culture, tradition and pride.
Black Rain rates an eight out of
10.
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Native African to play at D.K.’s

IT’S A
GOOD TIME
FOR THE
GREATTASTE

This coupon entitles
you to one Big Mac
Limit one per cus
tomer. per visit
Please present cou
pon when ordering
Not valid with any
other offer

W oman w ants to sen d f o r brother in Ghana with pro ceed s
By Lee Jakobs
er
n am e
is
F ran k ie
L eff.
She is married
and has two
children — one
son who’s 7 and
_
a
d a u g h te r
age 4. She may sound like a typ
ical housewife but what makes
Frankie different is her homeland
— Ghana, Africa.
She comes from the northern
part of Ghana, from a town call
ed Bolgatanga. She went to high
school, worked and was and still
is very involved in music, danc
ing and playing the “ Talkin’’
drum.
Frankie will be playing in a
benefit at D.K.’s West Indies
Bar this Sunday, Oct. 1. The
purpose of the benefit is to raise
enough money in order to bring
her brother Moses here to the
States from Ghana. Frankie
wants to bring her brother here
to get a higher education and
then return back to Ghana and
help their people. To get Moses
here will cost $3,000, which in
cludes air fare. School tuition for
a foreign student here is around
$90 per unit.
Still, it’s worth the investment.
“ I went home last December of
1988 and the economy is so bad.
For instance, a big boss of a
culture development program
earns only $60 a month which
feeds a wife, three kids and pays
for rent,’’ said Leff, who left
Ghana in |982.
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Growth Leisure Education Entertainment
CELEBRATE NATIONAL SINGLES MONTH

“ Food prices were so high in
town that people had real pro
blems having enough money to Frankie Leff eqjoys performing music and dancing.
buy food,’’ she said, a San Luis □ Frankie L eff will be performing
To attend, the cost is S3 at the
Obispo resident since 1983. “ So at D .K /s West Indies Bar Oct. 1 door, and food will be separate.
that’s the reason why I want to from I p.m. to around 7 p.m. with All money goes to an African
help my brother so he can come Bingo Night and the Co Daddy's. scholarship fund. Frankie plans
here and get an education and In addition to her music, Frankie to establish a fund that will bring
also establish an African schol will do a traditional African dance more people from her village to be
arship fund to help the people 1 and there will be ethnic African educated and return back to
saw suffering.’’
Ghana.
food made by Frankie.

With Carolyn Kellams, a popular
dating coach, as she presents classes
on relationship issues at the
Embassy Suites Hotel Los Osos room.
"Learn How To Flirt" Fri 7-10 pm
"Making Good Conversation" Sat 10 am-1 pm
"Roadblocks to Romance' Sat 2:30-5:30 pm
Tickets $18 ea.
Enroll in 2, get the third class for
just $10 ($46 total)
CAIT. GLEE at 995-0108 for Reserv\ & Infor.
Present this ad at the door for $3 ofTea. class
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BRANFORD

All art has to be
entertaining. Art is almost
always fo r the people, not
o f the people.
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From AAE page 1
is “ the best band in the world."
“ They’re the band of the de
cade," he said, "and I’ve got
them.".
Tired from the past two-anda-half week non-stop leg of his
tour, Marsalis yawningly ex
plained the difference between
this tour as a leader of a jazz
hand and his previous world-wide
tour as Sting’s reed-man and
all-around sidekick.
"W hen you’re a leader,
everything falls on you. You
have to he responsible."
And Marsalis will be the first
to admit that being responsible
is not something that has always
come naturally to him.
"I was a very irresponsible
kid," he says. "But I consciously
chose to be irresponsible with the
complete knowledge of what
responsible was. I knew it was
irresponsible."
The 28-year-oId said he has
chosen to be responsible, not on
ly to he a leader to his band, but
also to be a good example to his
3-year-old son, Reese, who is now
at Marsalis’ New York home
with his wife, actress Teresa
Reese.
" I ’m responsible because I had
Reese," he explains. "Once Reese
was born, there were things I
couldn’t do anymore. The new
part begins — the responsible
part, like making sure the bills
are paid.
" I t’s basically because of my
folks that I know how to be
responsible. I didn’t really have
any other role models because 1
was on my own and 1 had my
own personality. There was no
body else I really looked up to,’’
he said.
"I idolized a lot of people —
mostly football players — and
I’m in awe of other musicians
like Sonny Rollins, Art Blakey,

Herbie Hancock and Ron Carter,
but I never really looked up to
them."
Marsalis said he hopes to serve
as an influence to young people,
by serving as a positive model
for them. Like his father, Ellis,
who is a teacher as well as a
noted jazz pianist, Branford is
considering pursuing teaching as
a side to his musical career.
But for now his music is bran
ching off into many areas of jazz
performance. Following the end
of his tour in December, Marsalis
will release an album of originals
with his new hand. He said his
current jazz tour is very different
from his rock tour with Sting —
musically and otherwise.
"Sting tours were 12 weeks at
a time, where as these are threeand-a-half week stints. We’re do
ing like two weeks on and four
days off."
He said the rock tours were
also different in that there is
more pressure on the performers
to he entertaining, rather than
simply to perform their music
best for the audience. But he
emphasized even jazz performers
must somehow entertain the au
dience.
"All art has to be entertaining.
Art is almost always for the
people, not of the people. A lot of
music, especially jazz, goes over
the people’s heads, so what you
have to do is to Find other ways
to keep them entertained."
But Marsalis assured his con
certs are entertaining for both
the band and the audience.
"We always have fun because
the music is happening," he said.
□ Branford Marsalis will be per
forming at the Cal Poly Theatre
on Sunday, Oct. I, at 7 and 9
p.m. For more information, call
7S6-142I.
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me film Jul«t and Jim shows Monday, Oct. 2, In Chumash.
I^rom A&E page 1
Oingo Boingo, Oct. 27 & 28,
[rvinc Meadows Amphitheatre
The Waterboys, Nov. 6 & 7,
/iltern Theatre (Los Angeles)
Public Image Ltd., Nov. 7,
pniversal Amphitheatre
Steven Wright, Nov. 9, Unik'ersal Amphitheatre
Jean Luc Ponty, Nov. 11 & 12,
Viltern Theatre

I

M

]□ The Abyss: Either at the FesItival Cinemas, i, 4, 7, and 9:55;
lor the Century Cinemas, weekIdays 3:45 and 8:45; or the FreImont Theatre, 7 and 9:45.
Id Black Rain: Either at the Fes
tival Cinemas, 12, 2:20, 4:40,
7:10, 9:50; or the Madonna Plaza
I Theatre, weekdays 5:30, 8:00,
10:15 and weekends 12:30, 3:(X),
5:30, 8:00 and 10:15; or the Cen
tury Cinemas, 2,4:15,7 and 9:30.
□ Cheetah: At the Century
Cinemas (ending Thursday),

weekdays 2:30 and weekends
12:30 and 2:30.
□ Dead Poets Society: At the
Palm Theatre (ending Thursday),
7 and 9:30.
□ 84 Charlie Mopic: At the Palm
Theatre '(starting Friday), week
days 7 and 9:15, weekends 4:45,
7, and 9:15.
□ Ghostbusters 11: At the
Sunset Drive-In Theatre, 9:20.
□ Honey, 1 Shrunk the Kids:
Either at the Festival Cinemas
(ending Thursday), 1:20, 5:15,
9:10; or the Century Cinemas
(starting Friday), 2:45 and 7.
□ In Country: At the Festival
Cinemas (starting Friday), 12:05,
2:25,4:45,7:15 and 9:45.
□ Johnny Handsome: At the
Festival Cinemas (starting Fri
day), 1:05, 3:05, 5:05, 7:25 and
9:30.
□ Kickboxer: At the Festival
Cinemas (ending Thursday), 1, 3,
5,7:15 and 9:20.
□ Lethal Weapon 2: At the Fes
tival Cinemas (ending Thursday),

2:30,4:50,7:25 and 10:05.
□ Let It Ride: At the Century
Cinemas (starting Thursday), 2
and 7.
□ Millennium: At the Century
Cinemas (ending Thursday), 4:30,
7:00,9:30.
□ The Adventures of Milo &
Otis: At the Century Cinemas
(starting Friday), weekdays 2,
weekends 12 and 2.
□ Night Game: Either at the
Madonna Plaza Theatre, week
days 5, 7, 9 and weekends 11:30,
1:15, 3, 5, 7 and 9; or the Festival
Cinemas (ending Thursday),
12:40, 2:45, 4:50, 7:40 and 10.
□ The Package: Either at the
Palm Theatre (starting Friday),
weekdays 7 and 9:15, weekends
4:45, 7 and 9:15; or the Festival
Cinemas (ending Thursday), 12,
2:15, 4:30, 7:35 and 10:10.
□ Parenthood: Either at the
Madonna Plaza Theatre, week
days 4:45, 7:30, 10 and weekends
11:30, 2, 4:45, 7:30 and 10; or the
Festival Cinemas, 1:50, 4:20, 7:05
and 9:45.
□ Sea of Love: Either at the
Mission Cinemas, weekdays 5,
7:30, 10 and weekends 12, 2:30, 5,
7:30 and 10; or the Century
Cinemas, weekdays 2:15, 4:30, 7,
9:30, weekends 12, 2:15, 4:30, 7
and 9:30; or the Festival
Cinemas, 12, 2:20, 4:40, 7:20 and
9:40.
□ sex, lies and videotape: At the
Mission Cinemas, weekdays 4:45,

7, 9:30 and weekends 11:45, 2:15,
4:45,7 and 9:30.
□ Starlight Hotel: At the Palm
Theatre (ending Thursday), 7 and
9:30.
□ Turner & Hooch: Either at the
Century Cinemas, weekdays 4:30
and 9:30, weekends 12:30, 4:30
and 8:50; or the Sunset Drive-In
Theatre, 7:30.
□ Uncle Buck: Either at the
Century Cinemas,
weekdays
2:30, 4:30, 7:15, 9:30 and
weekends 12:30, 2:30, 4:30, 7:15
and 9:30; or the Madonna Plaza
Theatre, weekdays 5, 7, 9 and
weekends 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9; or the
Festival Cinemas, 12:20, 2:35,
4:45, 7:30 and 9:35.
□ War Party: At the Festival
Cinemas (starting Friday), 12:20,
2:35,4:45, 7:30 and 9:35.
□ Welcome Home: At the Festi
val Cinemas (starting Friday),
12:25, 2:35,4:50,7:35 and 9:55.
□ When Harry Met Sally...:
Either at the Mission Cinemas,
weekdays 5:45, 8, 10:15 and
weekends 11:30, 1:30, 3:45, 5:45,
8 and 10:15; or the Festival
Cinemas, 12:35, 2:45, 5, 7:45 and
9:50; or the Century Cinemas,
4:30,7:15 and 9:30.
• Century Cinemas, 6905 El
Camino Real, Atascadero. 4664611.
* Festival Cinemas, 1160 W.
Branch Street, Arroyo Grande.
481-7553.
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• F rem o n t T h ea tre , ¡ 0 3 5
M onterey Street, San Luis
Obispo. 5 4 3 -1 1 2 1.
• Madonna Plaza Theatre, 243Vi
Madonna Road, San Luis Obispo.
544-3488.
• M ission C inem as, 1025
M onterey Street, San Luis
Obispo. 541-2141.
• Palm Theatre, 817 Palm Street,
San Luis Obispo. 541-5161.
• Sunset Drive-ln Theater, 255
Elks Lane, San Luis Obispo.
544-4475.

THURSDAY,

SEPT.- 28

MUSIC
□ Top-40 rockers Jill Knight and
the All Nighters will play free of
charge at 9:30 p.m. at Bogies
Cantina (Laguna Village Shopp
ing Center, SLO). For more in
formation, call 541-4150.
LIVE THEATER
andARTClNEM A
□ The Great American Melo
drama (Highway 1, Oceano) pulls
out all the stops with The Phan
tom of the Opera. It’s not a
musical, but it has singing (as
the rest of the audience will do
anyways — the beer, you know).
Show starts at 7 p.m. (Fridays at
8 p.m., Saturdays at 5 and 9
p.m., Sundays at 6 p.m., and
Wednesdays and Thursdays at 7
p.m.) Call 489-2499 for more in
formation.
See CALENDAR, A&E page 8
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In te re ste d
In H elping
O rganize
C oncerts
At Cal
Poly?
Come To

Tuesday,
October 3
"We’re not talking symphonies"

U .U . 2 2 0 THURS. AT 6.P.M.

Color Copies S’ More
at

6 - 9pm

Wear your P.J.'s
and El Corral Bookstore
will deduct 20%
from the price of
selected merchandise.

Discounted 20% for the party will be Gifts, Gift Books, School Supplies,
Stationary, Art, Craft and Technical Equipment, Photo Supplies, Gift Wrap,
Greeting Cards, Clothing, Jewelry, Food and many more items
from our regular stock.
Also, save an additional 20%
from the already discounted price
of books in the General Book Department.
Wear your P.J.’s to dinner at the University Dining Hall
and receive a special gift!

THE FASTEST COPIERS IH TOWH
850 Foothill • University Square • 7 till M idnight» 541-COPY

ElGonoJtíii¿3Bookstoie
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DANCE
□ The Lar Lubovitch Dance
Company opens up the Cal Poly
Arts CenterStage Series at 8
p.m. in the Cal Poly Theatre.
Tickets are $16 for adults and
$14 for students and seniors. For
more information, call 756-1421.

CALENDAR

MUSIC
□ The Mark Shelby Trio hits
Earthling Bookstore with their
brand of jazz. The show begins at
8 p.m. For more information, call
543-7951.
□ House of Freaks: See separate
story.
LIVE THEATER
andARTCINEM A
□ The Phantom of the Opera:
See Sept. 28.

THURSDAY,
Phantom of tha Opara opona Sapt. 28 at tha Malodrama In Ocaano.
From A&Epage?

FRIDAY,

SEPT.

29

MUSIC
□ Growling Old Geezers will
light up Earthling Bookshop (698
Higuera Street, SLO) with the
sounds of bluegrass. The free
show begins at 8 p.m. For more
information, call 543-7951.
□ SLO Brewing eats Fish when
Bad Sushi hit the stage. The 9:30
p.m. show is $2. For more infor
mation, call 543-1843.
□ Jill Knight and the All
Nighters: See Sept. 28.
□ The Los Angeles Chamber
Orchestra Winds: See seperate
story.
LIVE THEATER
and A R T CINEMA
□ The Pewter Plough Playhouse
(824 N. Main Street, Cambria)
presents I’m Not Rappaport.
Tickets are $7 and the show
begins at 8 p.m. For more infor
mation, call 927-3877.
□ A one-act play is going to
scare the heck out of travelers
heading through SLO County
Airport. The play, The God Guy
Speaks, will start at 8:30 p.m. in
the main lobby of the airport.
Cost is $20. For more informa
tion, call 466-4507.
□ The Phantom of the Opera:
See Sept. 28.

SATURDAY,

SEPT.

30

MUSIC
□ Musician David Lloyd, the
former musician with Robin and

Linda Williams on Prairie Home
Companion, will play at the Ear
thling Bookshop at 10:30 p.m.
For more information, call 5437951.
LIVE THEATER
and A R T CINEMA
□ I’m Not Rappaport: See Sept.
29.
□ The Phantom of the Opera:
See Sept. 28.

SUNDAY,

OCT.

OCT.

5

MUSIC
□ More Top 40 will be provided
by Straight Shooters at Bogie’s

LIVE THEA TER
andARTCINEM A
□ The musical Big River appears
at Cuesta College at 8 p.m. Tick
ets are $13.50 for reserved seats,
$11.50 general. For more infor
mation, call 546-3131.
□ The Phantom of the Opera:
See Sept. 28.
O
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mation, call 756-1571.
□ The Courtyard Craft Gallery
(1110 Garden Street, SLO) is
displaying a show called Table
Settings. The show ends when
September ends. For more in
formation, call 543-2942.
□ The Phoenix Rises is the name
of a photography exhibit opening
up at ARTernatives Gallery
(Central Coast Plaza, SLO). The
show will continue until October
22. For more information, call
528-4364.

G
U

□ Cal Poly’s own photo wizard
Eric Johnson shows off his tal
ents in an exhibit entitled “ From
Window to Object” until Oct. 15
at the University Union Galerie
(U.U., Cal Poly). For more infor
mation, call 756-1421.
□ “ Recent Works” by the Cal
Poly Art & Design faculty is on
display at the University Art
Gallery (Dexter Building, Cal Po
ly) until Oct. 22. For more infor-
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I f you have information pertain
ing to upcoming events fo r Cal
endar, please mail to: Mustang
Daily, Graphic Arts 226, Cal Poly,
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407,
ATTN: Arts and Entertainment
Editor.

1

Ronald
Ratcliffe
1934-1989

LIVE THEA TER
andARTCINEM A
□ I’m Not Rappaport; See Sept.
29.
□ The Phantom of the Opera:
See Sept. 28.

OCT.

2

LIVE THEATER
andARTCINEM A
□ Jules and Jim is the latest
film to be shown in Cal Poly
A rt’s Francois Truffaut film
series. It will begin at 7:30 p.m.
in Chumash Auditorium. Cost is
$4 general, $3 students. For more
information, call 756-1421.

W E D N E S D A Y , OCT.4

VOLKSWAGEN
PEUGEOT
PORSCHE
C IT R O E N
BMW
AUDI

UROP
S E R V I C E

Complete service and repair of diesel and gasoline automobiles
( F o r m e r l y th e
B us S to p )

2899 McMillan Rd., San Luis Obispo
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Emo Phillips, Oct. 13, Chumash
Auditorium ... Timbuk 3, Oct. 14,
SLO Brewing.

MUSIC
□ He sings! He tells jokes! And
Rob Kimball is playing an
acoustic set at the Earthling
Bookstore from 2 to 4 p.m. For
more information, call 543-7951.
□
Branford Marsalis: See
seperate story.

MONDAY,

N

IN
MEMORIAM

,r.

A U T O

Cantina. The free performance
begins at 9:30 p.m. For more in
formation, call 541-4150.
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WELCOME BACK
CAL POLY!

tudents get a charge out o f credit
ly June Thompson
nff Writer

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
^rote of a village blacksmith
[ho “ looks the whole world in
le face, for he owes not any
«
AM
Idlle

But some Cal Poly students
iave another philosophy — owig the banks — for credit is
Convenient and easy to get on
[ampus.
The largest campus retailer
that accepts plastic is El Corral
Jookstore, where VISA and
lasterCard are accepted, is the
largest campus retailer to accept
Mastic, said Janet Carlstron,
Customer service manager for the
store.
About 25 percent of all purIchases at the bookstore are paid

for by credit card, said Court
Warren, El Corral director. He
said the bookstore has annual
sales of $13 million.
El Corral has no problems with
credit purchases, she said,
because of automatic computer
verification of credit.
And the charge is recorded on
the cardholder’s account at the
time of purchase, she added.
Rebecca Fay, a sophomore
journalism student, said she’s
had a credit card for about a
year.
“ I needed more than I could
afford,” she said Tuesday.
“ I usually pay as much as I
can (each month),” she said.
“ Not all of it, but more than the
minimum.”
Fay used her credit card Tues
day at the bookstore to buy sup

Lifeguard slashed
by transient with
sharp corkscrew
ISANTA MONICA, Calif. (AP) —
A transient wielding a corkscrew
and demanding money slashed a
county lifeguard at the beach,
opening a four-inch wound,
authorities said.
V eteran
lifeg u ard
Terry
Hearst, 34, was treated for the
abdomen cut at a nearby hospital
Tuesday and was later released,
police said.
Hearst also strained his back
when the attacker lunged at him
and he tumbled seven feet from
his watchtower to the sand
below, authorities said.
The assailant, described as a
transient in his late 20s with long
hair and bare feet, lunged at
Hearst when he refused to give
him any money.
The man then fled across the
beach and up stairs leading to a
local park, police said. No arrest
was made.
It was the third time in three
weeks that a transient attacked a
lifeguard at the city beach,
located about 10 miles west of
downtown Los Angeles, police
said.
“ It’s a wonderful situation,”
lifeguard Lt. Dick Heinman said
sarcastically. “ We’re trying to
protect them and they’re stealing
from us.”

SB pot bust nets
117 plants worth
half million dollars
SANTA BARBARA, Calif.
(AP) — A state task force invited
the news media along to watch
them uproot 117 marijuana
plants, worth an estimated
$530,000, cultivated in remote,
hilly terrain near here.
Officers assigned to the Cam
paign Against Marijuana Plan
ting program, or CAMP, raided
two fields of the illegal plants
Tuesday.
CAMP officials say local and
state law enforcement officers
have found and destroyed more
than 30,(X)0 plants, worth about
$90 million, in ^ n ta Barbara
County during the summer.
The summer raids rank the
county third in the state, behind
Humboldt and Mendocino coun
ties.
CAMP agents estimated the
value of the marijuana based on
a per-pound price of $3,0(X). No
arrests were made and officers
said they doubted the grower
would ever be apprehended.

plies for a photography class
because “ I was out of cash,” she
said. “ It’s juggling. Some
quarters cost more.”
Carlos R. Salinas, an agricul
tural business student, said he
uses his credit card for emergen
cies and purchases at El Corral.
“ It’s great,” he said.
Lee Diaz, supervising cashier
at Cal Poly, said for such ex
penses as parking permits and
on-campus phone bills, credit
cards are not accepted.
They are only accepted to pay
fees for extended education stu
dents,
including
concurrent
enrollment, Diaz said.
Since extended education is
“ self-supporting,” it can accept
credit cards and recover costs
related to credit transactions,
she said. But the university can

Treat yourself to a
Unique Flower Shop

not recover costs, she added.
Pam Titus, a travel consultant
for Gulliver’s Travel Centre, said
the agency accepts all major
credit cards. But cash or check is
required for “ special fares,” she
added.
“ To my knowldge we haven’t
had anyone denied credit,” Titus
said.
Tiffany Shump, a natural
resource management sopho
more, has had no problem either.
“ My credit card statements go
to my parents for payment,” she
said.
Andrew Okhuysen, an industrial engineering senior, has
four credit cards.
“ Why not?” he responded.
He said he is aware of the
credit line limit for his cards and
is “ never over.”

•
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Nancy visits school
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Former first lady Nancy
Reagan, once labeled reluctant
to visit an inner-city school,
went to a South Central Los
Angeles junior high school
W ednesday to present a
SS0,000 check for an anti-drug
program.
In an auditorium guarded by
Secret Service agents and
scores of Los Angeles Police
Department officers, Mrs.
Reagan urged 600 chanting
and cheering John Muir Ji'nior
High students to stay away
from drugs and alcohol.
“ No matter what problems
you have, no matter how bad
you feel, drugs will make
things unbelievably worse,'*
Reagan said.
The first lady then presented
an oversized $50,000 check, the
first donation from the Nancy
Reagan Foundation, for the

D.A.R.E. anti-drug program
that provides after-school ac
tivities to help keep students
away from drugs.
The ceremony marked the
end to a flap that started when
a school bo ard m em ber
criticized Reagan for originally
scheduling the presentation at
another school.
Los Angeles Unified School
District board member Rita
Walters asserted at an Aug. 28
meeting that Reagan’s plan to
present John Muir’s grant at
Oates Elementary School in
East Los Angeles was a “ slap
in the face” to the black com
munity.
Walters was promptly rep
rimanded by fellow board
member Roberta Weintraub,
who said it was inappropriate,
and the comment set off a
spate of clarifying statements
by
p o lic e ,
sc h o o l a d 
ministrators and Reagan.

Bradley probe panel chosen
Appointees include prominent LA advisers
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Ousted state Supreme Court
Justice Cruz Reynoso is among
five advisers who will join a City
Council ethics committee ex
amining a recently completed
probe of Mayor Tom Bradley’s
financial dealings.
A Pulitzer Prize-winning jour
nalist, a noted professor and a
college chancellor also were
among appointees announced
Tuesday by City Councilman
Michael Woo, who chairs the
council’s Ad Hoc Committee on
Governmental Ethics.
“ These are individuals who
have a reputation for integrity
and independence,’’ Woo said.
The appointments are “ a clear
break with council tradition’’
which sends “ a very clear
message that the council is
treating ... issues of conflict of
interest in a very special way,’’

he said.
The five appointees will take
part as non-voting advisers when
the ethics committee questions
City Attorney James Hahn
about his investigation.
The advisers also will “ help us
figure out where we go from here,
in terms of new legislation,’’ Woo
said.
Hahn and members of his staff
are scheduled to appear before
the committee on Oct. 4 and 5.
They spent six months in
vestigating Bradley’s ties to two
financial institutions that did
business with the city.
In a 1,165-page report issued
two weeks ago, Hahn said there
was insufficient evidence to press
criminal charges against the
mayor.
However, he filed a civil
lawsuit against Bradley for
allegedly failing to disclose major

personal stock holdings.
Among the five advisers,
Reynoso is perhaps best known.
He lost his Supreme Court post
in 1986 in the same election that
unseated Chief Justice Rose
Bird.
Ed Guthman is a journalism
professor at the University of
Southern California, a former na
tional editor of The Los Angeles
Times and a former editor of the
Philadelphia Inquirer. He won a
Pulitzer Prize for national news
reporting in 1950.
Donald G. Phelps, is chancellor
of the Los Angeles Community
College District.
Ralph Erickson was a deputy
U.S. attorney general during the
Nixon Administration and now is
a partner in a law firm.
Robert Dallek is a professor of
American history at the Univer
sity of California, Los Angeles.

President affirms
US-Soviet treaty
’likely* next year
W ASHINGTON
(A P) President Bush said Wednesday
there is “ a good likelihood’’ he
and Soviet President Mikhail S.
Gorbachev will be able to sign a
landmark treaty to slash the
deadliest weapons in the super
powers’ nuclear arsenals in a
summit meeting next year.

Their wa^i

Bush said that the scheduling
of a summit in late spring or ear
ly summer “ will serve as a
catalyst for moving forward on a
treaty’’ and that it may be ready
by the summit.
“ It’s not absolutely certain
that that’s going to happen but I
would have to agree (there is) a
good likelihood that might hap
pen,’’ Bush said in an interview
with a small group of reporters in
the Oval Office.
Bush’s statement put him in
sync with an optimistic forecast
by Soviet Foreign Minister
Eduard Shevardnadze, who told
the United Nations on Tuesday
there are “ realistic prospects’’ by
the time of the summit for pass
ing “ the last turn’’ on the road to
a strategic arms reduction treaty
(START) to trim 30 to 50 percent
from the each nation’s arsenals
of long-range nuclear missiles,
bombers and submarines.
“ I don’t want to set it up so
that if we don’t have every *t’
crossed and *i’ dotted (on a trea
ty) that the summit ... is con
sidered a failure,’’ Bush said. But
he said he agreed with Shevard
nadze’s statement.
Bush held the news conference
after delivering a speech before
the annual meeting of the World
B ank
an d
I n te r n a tio n a l
Monetary Fund and before flying
to Charlottesville, Va., for a
meeting with the nation’s gov
ernors to improve the country’s
education system.

FINISH
Better algorithms and chip
de.sign help you finish much
faster and mort* accurately
than their way. So, whether
you’re in engint*ering, husine.ss, finance, life or .stK-ial
.science's, we*’ve got the best
calculator for you. For as
little as .$49.9.5. ('hc*ck it out
at your campus luMikstore
or HP H'tailer.

You c an .save* literally days of
work betW(H*n now and
nation. Simply by using an HP
calculatiir. TTi kc*ep you from
endlc'.ssly retracing your sU*ps,
ours have built-in shortcuts.
Such as the unique HP Solve
function for creating your own
formulas. Menus, labels and
prompts. Program lihraric*s.
Algc*hraic or RPN m(Klc*ls.
C 1»H» HewW*ll HSM'kardr»inp«ny P»íl2Wir>
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Then' is a bet ter way.
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He said he was looking forward
to a “ candid and very free-flow
ing discussion’’ at the two-day
meeting at the University of
Virginia. Bush predicted the ses
sions would result in “ strong
consensus’’ for national educa
tional goals, as well as in greater
flexibility in the way states can
use federal education aid.
Moreover, Bush said, “ There’s
a strong recognition among the
governors that we need account
ability for achieving results
relating to the goals.”
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Judge orders fan to leave singer Tiffany alone
LOS ANGELES (AP) — An
obsessed fan who claims he was
engaged before birth to pop
singer Tiffany was ordered Wed
nesday to stay at least 200 yards
away from the teen-age star for
the next three years.
Los Angeles Superior Court
Commissioner Robert Zakon also
barred Jeff Turner, 35, from call
ing or sending correspondence to
Tiffany Renee Darwish, her for
mal name.
Zakon told Turner: "If, in fact,
the plaintiff decides she wants to
see you, wants to follow you,
wants to go to your home, wants
to go to the church with you, she

can certainly contact you,"
Zakon said.
Turner said he would respect
the restraining order. But he told
reporters after the hearing that
he and Tiffany were distant
cousins who were betrothed to
each other by their families be
fore they were born.
"We have a Middle Eastern
courtship, so we are never alone
and we exchange love letters
through intermediaries," Turner
said.
Tiffany’s attorney. Ivy Kagan,
dismissed Turner's remarks.
"Tiffany has said she had no
personal relationship with him of

any nature and had never met
him before," Kagan said.
The red-haired singer took the
national spotlight with singing
engagements at shopping malls
and remakes of such 1960s hits
as "I Saw Her Standing There”
and "I Think We’re Alone Now.”
She celebrates her 18th birthday
on Oct. 2.
Turner was arrested in June
1988 after he carried a 24-inch
samurai-type sword into the Los
Angeles
County
courthouse
where Tiffany’s petition to be
recognized as an adult was being
heard.
Turner said the sword was a

gift for the singer. He was sitting
on a bench outside the courtroom
when he was arrested.
Tiffany withdrew that petition
after she reached a settlement
with her mother, Janie Williams.
The singer filed her petition for
a restraining order against
Turner on Sept. 12 after the fan
obtained her address from
Department of Motor Vehicle
records.
In court documents, Tiffany
said she became "emotionally
upset and fearful of my safety”
aher Turner told her production
manager that he would watch her
La Mirada home for her.

A spate of threats and acts of
violence against celebrities have
produced state legislation on the
issue of celebrity safety.
On July 18, Robert John Bardo, 19, allegedly shot actress
Rebecca Schaeffer to death at
the door to her Los Angeles
apartment. Bardo was described
as an obsessed fan of the 21year-old actress.
In response to Schaeffer’s
slaying, the state Legislature
approved a bill that would
restrict public access to address
information held by the DMV.

Classified
^
*• CAL POLY ACCOUNTING CLUB*
Come learn about the profession.
Meets Tuesdav 11:00am.Bus Bldg 214
NEW MEMBERS ALWAYS WELCOME!

***AMA***
ICEBREAKER
THIS FRIDAY!!
CUESTA PARK
4:00-???

FREE FOOD.DRINKS & LOTS OF FUN'
EVERYONE WELCOME"

***SAM***
SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF MGT
PRESENTS GUEST SPEAKERS FROM
APPLE COMPUTER. ELLEN LIPUMA &
RON JENNINGS, COLLEGE RELATIONS
DEPARTMENT
THURSDAY 11 AM AG ENG. 123
EVERYONE WELCOME'

ASI CONCERTS
Come |Oin us in planning
concerts at CAL POLY!
THURSDAYS 6PM in UU 220

LONDON STUDY REUNION PARTY!!'
SAT SEP 30 AT BETH ARAGO'S
CALL HER AT 546-9781 FOR
DETAILS'

CP CREW

IT S
~
^
Indusnal Technology Society
Meeting & Free BBO TODAY'"
GRC bldg 26 rm 104__________________

INDIAN
STUDENT
ASSOCIAION

Welcome bacK" 1st Meeting Fri 29
at 4 00 UU219 NeiM members welcome'
For info call Kamlesh 238-1720
NUTRITION CLUB^BQ
Sat 9 30 89 11 00-3 00
Cuesta Park BRING A FRIEND'

RANCH TRIP

LOCATED AT THE U U INFO DESK
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH
DAY AT 10AM
PROCRASTINATION SEMINAR
10-12 PM CHASE HALL RM 101
OCT 5TH 756-1256
STRESS M ANAG EM ^T GROUP
MONDAYS 3-5 PM
COUNSELING SERVICES 756-2511
TIME MANAGEMENT SEMINAR
10-12 PM CHASE HALL RM 101
OCT 3RD 756-1256

COMPACT DISCS Visit Disc&Dat,
A new CD only store at 1110 Morro
Good prices&good variety 545-9748_______

FREMONT 88-89

food.clim bing.hiking
hot tub and pool
remedial kicking back
SAT & SUN SEPT 30-OCT 1
sign up in

ESCAPE ROUTE
SCUBA CLUB!!!

FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN LEARN TO
DIVE' MEET FELLOW DIVERS' HAVE
FUN' GET WET WITH US THIS YEAR
1ST MEETING!! MON OCT 2ND 8PM
SCI NORTH 201 CALL ALLAN FOR
INFO 543-0149

AFRO-AMERICAN SUPPORT GROUP
BULIMA SUPPORT GROUP
DAY & TIME TO BE ARRANGED
COUNSELING S E R V jC E ^ 5 6 -1 2 5 ^
Bible Study-Christian interested in starting
a Bible study in my home, Laguna
Greens area.
If interested please call step
at 549-8380.
b io f e e d b a c k f o r s t r e s s & ANXIETY
WEDNESDAYS 3-5 PM
COUNSELING SERVICES
CAFIEER PLANNINGWORKSHOPS
OCTOBER 17TH, 24TH & 31 ST
COUNSELING SERVICES 756-2511

Get
Involved
ASI Committee Open Now
Applications Available in
UU 217A see Linda Lee
Applications due Friday Sept 29th
Interviews start Monday Sept 25th

INCEST SUPPORT GROUP FOR WOMEN
2-4 PM WEDNESDAYS
COUNSELING SERVICES 756-2511
in t e r p e r s o n a l g r o u p

THURSDAYS 3-5 PM
COUNSELING SERVICES 756-2511

?? From 2 to 6pm softball,tennis.etc.
BRING YOUR OWN FOOD $1 per person.
Interested in being a POLY PAL'>
Manditory Meetings
Oct 3 Bldg 26 Rm 104 7-9pm
Oct 4 Bldg 33 Rm 286 7-9pm
__
Lonely'’ Need a Date"’
Meet that special someone today'
Call DATETIME (405) 366-6335
Love Connection-Three nice guys
hoping that your wrong number
will turn out right Call 2532104
Wanted Horses to ride to improve
riding skills Preliminary level
event rider Own transportation
S6 hr Call Vicki 544-0455 leave
message & call again'

*BETA RUSH*

Thur 9 28-Watermelon feast-come
play a rh^sody upon your palate
Fri 9 29-Tahiti party-drums
lungles. and juice
Sat 9/30-BBQ-Chef Pete will
scintellate your taste buds
Sun 10/1-smoker'

ALPHA
PH!
is proud of our
SIGMA PLEDGES!!
Delta Sigma Phi
Fall 89 Rush

Sun 24 Meet the Fraternities
Tues. 26 Bachelor Party 6pm
Wbd. 27 Olnner Slide Show 6pm
Thurs. 28 Monte Carlo Night 7pm
Sat. 30 Rib and Chicken BBO 1pm
Sun. 1 Dinner Smoker(CoatT) 6pm
Mon. 2 Interviews (Appointment)
Join the men of Sigma Chi for
bowling Meet Thur 9/28 at 7 00
325 Kentucky mfo/rides call
Al: 543-0784 or Mike 544-8476

Mac SE w 2 Int Drvs & 46Meg IntHD
with many Xtrs ask4Glenn 541-3597

RUSH 1989

Sept 24 Sunday Meet the
Fraternities, Dexter
Lawn at 1200
Sept 25 Monday Open house &
Bachelor Party with
Catalina at AEPi, 7pm Sept 26 Tues????day Spaghetti
Feed at AEPi, 7 (X)
Sept 27 Wednesday Crest
pizza bash, meet at
AEPi , 6 30pm
Sept 30 S a tu rd ^ Hawaiian
Party at AEPi, 8 00
Oct 1 Sunday Interviews
at the house by
appt only
AEPi i s located at 280
California Blvd. Drop on by
We hope to see you" If you
have any questions or need a
ride feel free to call the
house at 541-9748 or 544-1451

M ustang D aily
C la s s if ie d s
HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX

G re e k N e w s

F o r S a le

LOST KEYS' 3 KEYS ON CHAIN
WITH PITT BAND KEYRING CALL
545-8972 REWARD'

AEPi

REUNION AT SINSHEIMER PARK OCT 1 89
TODAY 11AM FISHER SCI 286 OR
MAIN GYM MON OCT 2 AT 6AM

Lost & Found

DELTA CHI
RASTA PASTA PARTY
FRI SEPT 29 5 00-9 00 PM
681 GRAND AVE
DELTA HOUSE OLYMPICS
SAT SEPT 30 12 00-4 00 PM
RUSHLINE 542-0502

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA FALL RUSH 89
PIRATES CRUISE ON TIGERS
FOLLY FRI 9 29 89
8(X)PM at health center parking
lot c-1 pirate wear encouraged
c a s u a l n ig h t s a t 9 30 89
530PM at house
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 1617 SANTA
ROSA ST

Thurs 928 — Fun
Fri 9 29 Chicken BBO
Sat 9lefl Sun 10 1 Open Smoker
all events at the house
1439 Phillips Lane
For more info call 543-9652

NEED TO BOARD A HORSE'’
20 ACRES FENCED PASTURES
STABLES TACK ROOMS. RIDING
ARENA AND MORE 5 MILES
South of Airport 546-0612

PIKERUSH

SIGMA CHI FALL RUSH 1989
MEET THE FRATERNITIES SUN 12 NOON
SLOESHOWMON 8 00PM Snackbar
SIG4PINS Thur 7 30PM 325 Kentucky
TAILGATE BBO Sat 4 30PM 325 Kentucky
SIG & SUBS Sun 630PM Oddfellows
SMOKER Mon 730PM Monday Club
INFO-AI 543-0784 or Mike 544-8476
Today at 4pm
SIGMA PI'S Sports & Sorts
Cuesta Park

E f^rta in in e n t
Games & Comics- the largest
selection of games for gamers
New comics in every Friday morning
Games People Play 1060 Broad St.
546-8447

I m yom

A u to m o b it e s

VW RABBIT 77 RUNS WELL-LOOKS
G(X)D' $927 OBO GARY 545-8713

RESUMES. Senior Projects & More!
Laser Printer - Laura-549-8966

^

R o o m m a te s

*■ We are looking for a FUN
FRIENDLY, and OUTGOING female to
share a HUGE room in a fully
furnished apt only a block away
from cam ^u^$2l0 moiCall 542-9154
FEMALE NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM Close
to campus 235mo 756-3605 541-8839
LOOKING FOR CONSIDERATE NON-SMOK
ING STUDENT WITH GOOD SENSE OF
HU
MOR TO SHARE WONDERFUL HOUSE
$400
PER MONTH 541-8355

Custom screened to dub & event
needs' ASAP 805-466-6609

lÿ f^ n g
PAPER CHASE WORD PRCXIESSING
CALL KAREN AT 544-2692

O p p o r t u n it ie s

R e n ta l H o u s in g

A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING
PLUS RAISE UP TO SI .700 00 IN
ONLY TEN DAYS'" Student groups
fraternities and sororities
needed 'or marketing project on
campus For details plus a FREE
GIFT group officers call
1-800-950-8472

AFFORDABLE HOUSING
PRIVATE OR SHARED ROOM
CALL 544-7772 EVENINGS 772-3927

H o m e s f o r S a le
AAA'BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES
LISTED FREE INFORMATION PACKET
a v a ilab le o n CAMPUS c a l l
MARGUERITE CENTURY 21 541-3432

E m p lo y m e n t
•WORKSTUDY-Clencal asst 10 15
HRS WK $4 50-S5 HR CE ENVE Dept
Call x2947

ATTENTION- GOVERNMENT HOMES from
$1

(U-repairj Delirmuent tax property
Repossesions Call 1-602-838-8885
Ext GH8204

ATTENTION-HIRING' Government jobs
your area $17 840-569 485 Call
1-602-838-8885 Ext R8204

P i Kappa Alpha Rush Sept 25-Oct 2

L

'82 Supra Hot xtras sporty car'
Call Bill M-Th x3292 $4950
1970 Porshe 914 white new paint,
tires & upholstery engine gd cond,
$3000 544-1048
1972 VW SUPER BEETLE W/ SUNROOF
RUNS GREAT $2500 OBO 544-7180

NEED BETTER CREDIT“’ Who doesn t
We can help Get better loans,
credit cards Info 473-0782 extMD

T-SHIRTS:

PHI KAPPA PSI
FALL RUSH
Tues 9 26 Rib Dinner
^

DO YOU WANNA DANCE?!
CALL KCPR AT 544-4640 AND
WE LL BRING THE PARTY MACHINE
TO YOU'

Sofa$75Loveseat$50Both$ 110Dinette
SetS80AII Very Good Cnd 461-3961
TWIN SIZE BED W FRAME.BOXSPRING
AND MATTRESS 1 YR OLD-USED ONLY
1 QUARTER & STORED. $100 541-3437

DANCERS.Female
Attractive.Dependable for Parties
Good Income Will tram 922-5694
GOVERNMENT JOBS Sl6.040-$59.230 yr
Now Hiring. Call ( 1>805-687-6000
Ext RO0081 for current federal list
GOVERNMENT J(3b S S16 040^59 23cTy R
Now hiring local and nation-wide
call 549-6786 extension MDaily
Vinesof Life Landscape Care isnow
Lookirtg for Partner Call 481-9134
Wbuld you like to offer discover
credit cards'’ Are you available
for only a few hours week“’ If so.
call 1-800-932-0528 ext 23 Will
pay as much as $10 000 hr Only 10
positions avail

BUYING A h o u s e o r CONDO“’ for Free
List of all Least Expensive Houses
+ coTKios for sale in SLO Call
Steve Nelson 543-8370 ->- Leave
message Farrell Smyth R E

Business
Directory
SAN LUIS RESUME SERVICE
Laser prints, fast service
546-0844
SECOND EDITION COPY CENTER
Resume Service in the UU 756-2848

T Y P itô

AT&T 6300 Computer with Lotus 123
and E ^ n printer $1500 544-6197
FOR SALE RED 69 FLAT CONV $1300
70 VW BUG $700. OBO FLAT NEW
PAINT JOB. CALL SAL 544-6496HURRY'
Futon With Frame and Cover Full
Size Call 541-6056 Ask for Gina

R&R WORD PROCESSING 544-2591
(RONA) Serving Cal Poly for 14yrs
LASER PRINTER Studt Rates By Appt

)T WÍ6 WMO OF

lU OFECk:.

SOMOMING

tJO GO LOCMiC,

OUTSIDE.

AKO MAKE SVftE.
NOT

BUT I OtOHT
HEAR- ANI
TMUMP

I WtARO
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TES „.TES.' GO \ SEE’ TUERES
NOTMTNO
OUT THE OOOP.'
TXO MORE STEPS' OUT HERE
OH PLEASE, CM
PLEASE.' TES.
TES, TES.'
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Pres. Baker buys house near Poly
Tenants say they
*have no reason to
be scared o f him ’
By Cyndl Smith
Staff Wrtfr

With the value of houses in
San Luis Obispo escalating, it
seems as if everyone is getting
involved in the real estate
market.
The president of Cal Poly is no
exception.
President Warren J. Baker in
May purchased a house on
Alboi Street in San Luis Obispo.
The one-story maroon house,
formerly owned and rented out
by Professional Data Corp., was
sold to Baker for $18S,600.
“ My wife and I really wanted
to own our own single-family
home," Baker said Tuesday. “ I

am required by my job to live on
campus, so we don’t own the
house that we live in.’’
The Albert Street house in
trigued Baker and his wife
because of its quiet and attrac
tive neighborhood.
Located near campus right off
Slack Street, the house has the
potential to be a future home for
him and his wife or possibly his
sons, age 13 and 16, Baker said.
Of the four female tenants who
already lived in the house when
Baker bought it, only one is a
student at Cal Poly, and the rest
work full-time.
All said they didn’t feel intim
idated by having Cal Poly’s
president as their landlord.
“We are very good tenants and
have no reason to be scared of
him,’’ resident Tammy Holley
said.
She added that Baker and his

wife frequently drop by to make
improvements on the house.
“ It’s important that it be kept
up,’’ Baker said. “ I am concerned
about rental property that is
abused — by both students and
landlords.’’
Baker said he would probably
not rent to students in the
future.
“ I rent to these tenants
because they already lived there
when I bought the house,’’ he
said. “ I’m not opposed to renting
to students, but my main reason
for buying it was for future use
by my family.’’
But students may be able to
rent from a member of Baker’s
family someday soon.
“My parents have rented out
properties back east for many
years and I am trying to talk
them into buying some out
here,’’ he said.

PINARD
From page 1
other city and say, ‘By the way.
I’d like two-thirds of your hous
ing.’ That’s what has happened.’’
Yet Gerard said Cal Poly cur
rently has on-campus housing for
19 percent of its student body,
the highest of any California
State University. The average
for theCSU system is 9 percent.
Gerard accused Pinard of being
“ uninformed even though we’ve
tried to inform her ”
He said school officials sent
memos to the council about their
enrollment plans.
“ We have told the city and the
county exactly what our shortrange and long-range plans
were,’’ Gerard said. “ We’ve writ
ten them asking for their com
ments and we have not received
one comment back from them.’’
These plans include slight in
creases in enrollment, which
should reach 17,500 by the year
2005, Gerard said.
This is in response to the anti
cipated 160,000 new students
who will enroll in the nine CSU
campuses by that year.
When Cal Poly exceeds the
15,000 mark, which could happen
in the next few years, Gerard
said, an enviromental impact
report must be done. This report
would study traffic, housing,
noise, pollution, water and
sewage before such growth could
take place.
Pinard doesn’t have a case for
a lawsuit, Gerard added, and he
resents the attempt.
Councilmembers Allen K. Set
tle and Jerry Reiss and Mayor
Ron Dunin told Gerard Tuesday
that they would not support the
lawsuit.
“ Three counciipcople came up
to me before the meeting and
said to me, essentially, a lawsuit
is no way to start a conversa
tion,’’ Gerard said. “ I think she
opened her mouth up and put her
foot in it up to her knee, quite
frankly.’’
Pinard said that although she
has spoken of a lawsuit,“ we want
to try and make sure we’ve ex
hausted every possible current
remedy, which is to go down and
talk to (CSU Chancellor) Ann
Reynolds ... and say ‘Look, we
have a real problem here.’ ’’
The city can’t handle any more
people because of the water
shortage, she said.
“ This has nothing to do with
whether they’re students or not,’’
Pinard said.
Gerard said many members of
the community support students.
“ There are lots of Gary
Fowlers out there.’’
J
,/
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